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CAPMAN INFRA SECURES GLOBAL SUPPORT FOR THE FUND AND
CO-INVESTMENT SYNDICATION
NEW YORK / LONDON / HONG KONG - Atlantic-Pacific Capital Inc., one of the largest privately-owned global
placement agency and advisory firms, is pleased to announce the final closing of CapMan Nordic Infrastructure I (the
“Fund”). The Fund received commitments from a diverse group of LPs including SWEN Capital Partners, Ilmarinen
Mutual Pension Insurance Company, The Church Pension Fund and Tradeka Invest Ltd amongst others. Since inception
three years ago, the CapMan Infra team has successfully attracted global institutional capital and invested in six assets
with total assets under management now at approx. EUR 400m.
In addition to the Fund’s final close, the team successfully attracted c. EUR 50m of new co-investment capital from three
international institutional investors for this syndication of its investment in Norled, an operator of ferries and express
boats in Norway. The investment, the Fund’s first seed asset, closed in July 2019.
CapMan Infra was established in 2017 and has grown to a team of nine experienced professionals based in Helsinki and
Stockholm. The Fund invests in mid-sized core and core+ infrastructure assets in the energy, transportation and telecom
sectors across the Nordics. The Fund seeks to capitalize on the significant infrastructure investment needs, taking
advantage of the team’s extensive local networks to source proprietary opportunities in a less competed space. The inhouse asset management skills will drive active value creation. To date, some 70 per cent of the Fund capital raised has
been committed to four investments across the target sectors, which despite the challenging environment, have performed
in line with original expectations. The CapMan Infra team also manages two investment mandates on behalf of
institutional investors.
Ville Poukka, Managing Partner, said, “We appreciate Atlantic-Pacific’s involvement in building our investor base for
the future. We are pleased that our investment strategy generated significant interest both locally and internationally
resulting in a supportive and global investor base. This is an interesting market, and we are looking forward to continuing
to identify compelling opportunities and delivering strong returns for our LPs.”
Richard Awbery, Partner at Atlantic-Pacific, said, “It has been a pleasure to partner with the CapMan Infra team and
support this initial chapter of growth. The heavily seeded portfolio was crucial in securing new commitments and
investors recognized the team’s focus and unique approach to uncovering value in the Nordic infrastructure market. We
look forward to the firm’s continued success.”

*****
About Atlantic-Pacific Capital, Inc. (www.apcap.com), Member FINRA and SIPC
Since its founding in 1995, Atlantic-Pacific has organically grown into a global organization with an established brand in
the private equity community. Over the last two decades, the firm has executed on over 110 capital raising assignments
aggregating over $75 billion for an extraordinary group of alternative asset managers. Typical projects have included
private equity (buyout, turnaround, mezzanine, distressed, special situations, energy, royalties/IP), real estate and
infrastructure fund placements, as well as secondary advisory mandates and direct private placements. Atlantic-Pacific
uniquely provides global marketing distribution and project management execution using a focused and customized
approach. With experienced professionals on the ground in New York, Stamford, Chicago, Atlanta, San
Francisco, London and Hong Kong, the firm maintains a global network of trusted relationships with influential
institutional investors.
About CapMan (www.capman.com)
CapMan is a leading Nordic private asset expert with an active approach to value creation. We offer a wide selection of
investment products and services. As one of the Nordic private equity pioneers, we have developed hundreds of
companies and real estate assets and created substantial value in these businesses and assets over the past 30 years. With
over €3.5 billion in assets under management, our objective is to provide attractive returns and innovative solutions to
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investors. We have a broad presence in the unlisted market through our local and specialised teams. Our investment
strategies cover Private Equity, Real Estate and Infra. We also have a growing service business that includes procurement
services, fundraising advisory, and analysis, reporting and wealth management services. Altogether, CapMan employs
around 150 people in Helsinki, Stockholm, Copenhagen, London and Luxembourg. We are a public company listed on
Nasdaq Helsinki since 2001 and a signatory of the UN Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) since 2012.
www.capman.com/infra
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